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WRESTLING  
Varsity Only (1 official assigned) 83.00 0 – 14 wrestlers  
Single Match (non-varsity 1 official) 79.00 14 – 28 wrestlers  
Double Header (1 official assigned) 134.00 28 – 42 wrestlers  
Triple Header (1 official assigned) 174.00 43+  
Weigh-in Fee (optional at dual or small multiple meets) each official assigned / each day assigned  
Dual Meet 10.00  
Larger Multiple Team meet 20.00  
Elimination Tournament 25.00 153  
 
Multiple Meets  
Any contest involving more than two teams will be considered a multiple team meet. Officials for 
multiple meets will be paid the following fee: 2 minute periods - $50.00. Not to exceed 1 ½ minute 
periods- $42.00. The number of officials recommended for multiple team meets is one official for each 
mat.  
Elimination Tournament  
The number of teams in an elimination tournament will be determined by the average number of 
wrestlers in each bracket of that tournament. Officiating fees for elimination tournaments with 6 minute 
matches (2 minute periods) will be $66.00 times the number of teams entered in the tournament, for 4 
½ minute matches (not to exceed 1 ½ minute periods) $56.00 times the number of teams entered in the 
tournament.  
a. These fees apply to elimination tournaments with consolation wrestle backs from the semifinals.  

b. Any other formats resulting in additional wrestling such as, but not limited to, double elimination type 
tournaments add $60 per official.  

c. If a tournament has two sessions (day and evening) where there is a complete break in the 
tournament, add $24.00 per official.  

d. If an elimination tournament runs for two days, add $67.00 per official.  

e. Number of officials recommended for elimination tournaments are as follows:  
 
1 mat, 2 officials 2 mats, 3 officials  
3 mats, 4 officials 4 mats, 6 officials  
5 mats, 7 officials 6 mats, 8 officials  
9 mats, 12 officials  
CIFLACS Regional and Championship Fees – To be negotiated with the official assigner of the event. CIF 

Dual Championship Fees – to be negotiated with the official assigner of the event. 

https://www.cif-la.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=103796&type=d&pREC_ID=203235

